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Jersey / Channel Islands, 3 September 2020 Press Release 

FREQUENTIS: Modernisation of voice communication systems at Ports 

of Jersey  

Ports of Jersey (PoJ) Limited has selected Frequentis next generation IT voice communication 

system (VCS) to upgrade three end of life systems at its main and contingency facilities, 

enhancing performance and availability.  

Jersey is the largest of the Channel Islands, located in the English Channel between England and 

France. The modernisation will include the main VCS located at the Air Traffic Control Centre (ATCC), 

the main VCS at its contingency facility and the emergency VCS (E-VCS).  

“This project will ensure Ports of Jersey can continue to provide resilient and essential Air Traffic 

Services whilst adopting digital voice technologies that are being rolled out across the global ATC 

networks. This will help us to continue to work with French and UK ATC to adapt as the aviation 

industry and requirements for the Channel Islands Airspace change”, says Robin MacRae, Airport 

Director at PoJ. 

Frequentis will deliver the next generation VCS3020X, the first IT VCS on the market, with an 

architecture that provides an enterprise Air Traffic Control (ATC) system, with exceptionally high 

availability, flexibility, performance, and deployment-ready maturity and compliant with EUROCAE ED 

137 standard. 

“Frequentis is the ideal technology provider for the deployment of mission-critical communications. As 

the world leader in VCS deployments, our complete turnkey solution drives many benefits and several 

unique features, including an intuitive controller user interface tailored to the controller’s needs, 

minimising interaction errors. We are looking forward to enhancing safety-critical Air/Ground and 

Ground/Ground communication for Ports of Jersey.”, says Hannu Juurakko, Frequentis Vice President 

ATM Civil and Chairman of the ATM Executive team. 

Frequentis and Ports of Jersey have worked together on both aviation and maritime projects in recent 

years, including modernising vessel traffic services (VTS) in British waters in 2016, supplying an 

integrated communications system to enhance search and rescue. Additionally, Frequentis deployed a 

contingency remote tower solution in 2018 to improve resilience and business continuity at its airport. 
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About FREQUENTIS 

Frequentis, headquartered in Vienna, is an international supplier of communication and information systems for control 
centres with safety-critical tasks. Such 'control centre solutions' are developed and marketed by Frequentis in the 
business sectors Air Traffic Management (civil and military air traffic control, air defence) and Public Safety & Transport 
(police, fire brigade, ambulance services, shipping, railways). As a global player, Frequentis operates a worldwide 
network of branches, subsidiaries and local representatives in more than 50 countries.  

Products and solutions from Frequentis can be found in over 30,000 operator working positions and in approximately 140 
countries. Founded in 1947, Frequentis considers itself to be the global market leader in voice communication systems 
for air traffic control with a market share of around 30%. In addition, the Frequentis Group's AIM (aeronautical 
information management) and AMHS (aeronautical message handling) systems, as well as GSM-R systems for Public 
Transport are industry leading global solutions.  

The shares of Frequentis AG are traded on the Vienna and Frankfurt Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol FQT 
(ISIN: ATFREQUENT09). In 2019, the Frequentis Group had about 1,850 employees worldwide and generated revenues 
of EUR 303.6 million and EBIT of EUR 17.2 million. 

For more information, please visit www.frequentis.com 

Brigitte Gschiegl, Director Corporate Communications, Frequentis AG, 
brigitte.gschiegl@frequentis.com, +43 1 81150-1301 
 
Stefan Marin, Head of Investor Relations, Frequentis AG, 
stefan.marin@frequentis.com, +43 1 81150-1074 
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